The Morning After
Sunday 16 July 2017

supper club
ABRACADABRA
MOOCOW presented a magical evening
ABRACADABRA - a fun evening
of smoke ’n' mirrors and all
things magical. MOOs were
greeted with a smoking
cocktail on arrival with a little
‘magic mushroom’ appetiser
served from a house of cards
(the trick here it was glued together!) then followed a four course
magic inspired meal with the final act of ‘live plating’ the dessert. all
this while close up magician aaron isted wowed MOOs at their tables

abracadabra

HIGHLIGHTS
awesome close up magic from
aaron isted
live plating smoke ’n’ mirrors
dessert!
magical colour changing
cocktails!

AARON ISTED

ANIMAL MAGIC

MAGICAL MENU

aaron isted is a talented and
versatile island based Illusionist
who started performing magic
when he was 5
years old and
has been
performing to
audiences
since the age
of 13. since
then he has attempted world
records with his magic and has
been featured widely in the press.

no magic party would be
complete without animal making
balloons - only this time the magic
animals were made by the MOOs!

HOUSE OF CARDS - MAGIC
MUSHROOMS mushrooms on
toast served on a house of cards

over the last few years he has
worked internationally including a
6 month tour of the USA in 2008
where he lectured and performed
with the highlight of appearing on
stage assisting david copperfield
in las vegas
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each table were given a pile of
modelling balloons and a step by
step instruction on how to make a
dog balloon animal
here’s just a
few of the
results:

ben rusholme
won a bottle
of wine having
been judged best
balloon dog maker by aaron

R A B B I T O U T O F A H AT shredded rabbit salad served
under a magicians hat cloche
MAGIC FISH - a trio of salmon,
mini coquille st jacques, and cod
with a magical glittery sauce
LAMB EGGStravaganza - lamb
cutlets, palma ham wrapped
stemmed broccoli, griddled
romaine lettuce with a magical
egg (containing a blue cheese
sauce)
SMOKE ’N’ MIRRORS LIVE
P L AT I N G D E S S E R T - s e e
overleaf..
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LIVE PLATING
live plating - a new concept in
food presentation - a theatrical
display of serving up dessert

CAUGHT ON
CAMERA?

MOOCOW’s live plating dessert
entitled smoke ’n’ mirrors
consisted of mini profiteroles,
meringue nests, creme brûlée,
mango cream, white chocolate
sauce and fresh fruit individually
placed on a mirrored board at the
MOOs dining tables

the creme brûlée were
caramalised at the table with a
blow torch, followed by the
smashing of a filled chocolate ball
with the finale of dry ice smoke! magical!

MOOMALICIOUS
MOOMALICIOUS…
urban definition: smart, clever,
funny, sexy - the whole shebang
… is the name we’ve given to our
‘ad hoc’ evenings where we open
for a one off evening - just an
informal relaxed night
our last MOOMALICIOUS
evening was the friday of round
the island race weekend where
we held an ‘ad hoc’ evening of
drinks and tapas - akin to the ‘old
school’ MOOCOW - needless to
say we had a full house!
check out our website and social
media to find details of future
MOOMALICIOUS evenings - our
next MOOMALICIOUS night is
friday 21 july - an ‘ad hoc’ evening
of drinks, hopefully on the sun
terrace

FUTURE EVENTS:

watch a full video here
03.08.17 COCKTAIL EVENING

5th ANNIVERSARY
thank you to everyone who joined us in celebrating five years of
MOOCOW on sunday 25 june - we enjoyed a sunny (if a little windy)
chilled afternoon of cocktails, chill out music and open steak/haloumi
sandwiches all served from the outside bar/kitchen - for those who
wanted to relax even more there were taster yoga sessions from emma
dewberry of simply yoga IoW

kick back, relax and mellow with
our outside cocktail bar whilst
listening to cool chilled vibes plus
a little surprise
05.08.17 MOOCowes week SOIREE

bringing you d’ caribbean vibes
with an evening of entertainment,
rum & cocktails, tropical cuisine
and soulful dj tunes
18.08.17 supperclub ALFRESCO

enjoy the evening summer sun on
our terrace with seasonal delights
brought to you from our outdoor
wwoo kitchen
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